
THE BREAKFAST CLUB

The Breakfast Club is a American comedy-drama film written, produced, and directed by John Hughes. It stars Emilio
Estevez, Anthony Michael Hall, Judd .

But I kept thinking about that scene. I bought an old issue of the magazine on eBay, and found the other
stories, all from the late seventies and early eighties, online. We thought it was bullshit that she basically had
to change everything about herself in order to score Emilio Estevez. Molly Ringwald fought to play Allison,
even though she was cast as Claire. Normally, I don't love stuff like that, but this was great. We were able to
initiate change, because we had such vast numbers. The films had the whiff of sanctimony, the dialogue was
obviously written by adults, the music was corny. Leaving a party not long ago, I was stopped by Emil
Wilbekin, a gay, African-American friend of a friend, who wanted to tell me just that. Help us tell more of the
stories that matter from voices that too often remain unheard. He started to take my cast from 'Breakfast Club'
and put it in there," Burch said. Later that night, I received another note. The actors cast in teen roles tended to
be much older than their charactersâ€”they had to be, since the films were so frequently exploitative. It can be
hard to remember how scarce art for and about teen-agers was before John Hughes arrived. I think it would
have ruined the movie. While researching this piece, I came across an article that was published in Seventeen
magazine, in , for which I interviewed John. They contain many of the same themes he explored in his films,
but with none of the humanity. I thought that was ridiculous. Otherwise known as individual liberty". Still, I
was taken aback by the scope of the ugliness. Once John was willing to switch Clark to a wrestler, I knew we
had that role. A week or so after the party, I asked my friend to put me in touch with him. For this edition, I
participated in an interview about the movie, as did other people close to the production.


